hen we started the company over two decades
ago, we had a clear vision; Huntwood would build
fine cabinetry that reflected our deep and abiding
respect for each customer’s sense of individuality.
To this day, we have used that vision to hone improvements in every aspect of the business... from an
environmentally friendly product offering... to
fabrication and material selection... through quality
control and customer service. Every cabinet we
make combines an artist’s eye for beauty with a
craftsman’s eye for detail. Each piece is conceptually developed to help our customer’s dream
design become reality in its finest form.
One of the greatest rewards of being a family
owned and operated business is the sense of
extended family. We believe we’ve assembled the
finest leadership team and they in turn have developed an amazing staff of associates. Know that
every one of us stands behind the job we do for you.
We’d like to take this opportunity to thank you
for considering Huntwood.
		
		
		

God bless you,
Tim Hunt, President
Resa Hunt, Vice President
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HUNTWOOD / 800.873.7350 / www.huntwood.com

        huntwood is found
           in the most elite
           addresses on earth
Whenever you tour an area’s finer
homes, you are likely to find Huntwood cabinetry. As you
move from room to room, every piece of carefully crafted
woodwork warms and enriches its interior environment.
From kitchen and master suite, to home office and
library, Huntwood cabinetry presents a highly refined
aesthetic and functional experience. Whether your tastes
follow more traditional themes or highly stylized modern
concepts, everything will be specially built with you,
the owner in mind.
Huntwood. Wood in its finest form.
800.873.7350 / www.huntwood.com

cabinetry that is uniquely yours

2

so much more

every room in the house

You have a vision of a home that is uniquely yours,

Huntwood builds more than just custom cabinets.

Huntwood designs and builds custom woodwork that

so you need a cabinetmaker with the flexibility and expertise

We produce heirloom pieces, both built-in and free-

follows a definite design theme throughout the entire home.

		

to make that vision a reality. Huntwood

standing, that adhere to time-honored construction

		

offers a level of customization previously

techniques. This is furniture that will be enjoyed by

		

unavailable in the industry.

generations to come.

®

		

Wood in its finest form
3

CARLISLE
Cherry, Nutmeg, Black Antique Glaze.
Island: Maple, Heritage Linen.

timeless detail

Corinthian columns, decorative corbels and elaborate appliques
enhance this classic Mediterranean inspired design. The warmth of
the rich cherry wood cabinetry is a welcome contrast to the aged

4

linen finish on the island.

5

LEXINGTON COMBO and MERIDA
Alder, Nutmeg, Black Antique Glaze

understated elegance

This kitchen is a great example of combining traditional and elaborate
door designs in order to enhance a theme. Handsome corbels, crown
moulding, rope moulding and a mantel over the range area create a

6

finished furniture look.
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HAMPTON and CARLISLE
Rustic Alder, Old Mexico, Black Antique
Glaze. Island: Maple, Heritage Linen

highland manor

Flush inset doors, dramatic corbels and turned posts transform this
kitchen into finely designed heirloom furniture. The cooking area is
a harmonious example of how cabinetry can integrate with the other

8

structural elements of the house, such as stone or interior millwork.
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SEVILLE
Rustic Maple, Old Mexico,
Black Antique Glaze

tuscan craftsmanship

Dark, rich wood tones and prominent Tuscan detailing create a
powerful statement. A stacked moulding design, rustic maple
wood, oversized corbels, fluted panels and decorative appliques
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add extra character to this impressive kitchen.
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MONACO
Cherry, Chestnut, Black Antique Glaze
Island: Maple, Heritage Linen

staggering heights

The breathtaking height and scope of this impressive kitchen illustrate
that even a large design can feel warm and inviting. The two-tiered wall
concept allows lighted pediment cabinets above to create ambiance,
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while cabinets below provide functional storage.
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BEAUMONT SQUARE
Maple, Honey Pecan, Black Antique Glaze
Island: Maple, Heritage Vintage Black

striking contrasts

Horizontal lines pronounce the openness of this modern traditional
kitchen. The utilization of an aged black finish on the island and hood
cabinet, as well as a black antique glaze treatment everywhere else,

14

provide a bold explanation to an otherwise straight-forward design.
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SEVILLE
Maple, Mojave, White Antique Glaze

the heart of the home

Open and welcoming, this symmetrical design is perfect for the family
whose life revolves around the kitchen. Soft, muted tones accented by
subtle white glazing, creates a warm, airy atmosphere. Varying heights

16

and stacked mouldings bring forth a grand presentation.

HAMPTON
Maple, Auburn and Driftwood,
Black Brushstroke Glaze

inviting breakfast nook

Multi-tiered wall cabinets, fluctuating heights and depths, brushstroke
glaze and a breakfast nook integrated into the island give this kitchen
its exceptional strength and drama. Custom appliance panel treatments

18

make refrigeration blend seamlessly with the rest of the cabinetry.
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GENEVA
Maple, Vanilla, White Antique Glaze

sof t tones

The soft, creamy surfaces of this pastel kitchen present a light, pleasant
atmosphere. Cabinetry is built around the appliances, incorporating them
into the overall design. Apothecary drawers, arches, turned posts, fluted

20

panels and glass mullion doors flush out this gentle, open design.
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VIENNA COMBO
Cherry, Chestnut, Black Antique Glaze

colonial heritage

An arched range hood with prominent mantel is reminiscent of the
formal furniture styling of Colonial America. Double-panel doors on
the wall cabinets, fluted panels, beadboard and black glaze add a

22

stately presence to this classic design.
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BEAUMONT SQUARE
Cherry, Spice, Brown Antique Glaze,
Five-piece Drawer Fronts

relaxed sophistication

Stately architectural treatments and authentic beaded flush inset design
proudly proclaim this kitchen’s heritage. Among the many refinements
that complete the look are; subtle brown glaze, mullion glass doors in

24

the island, and pull-out cabinets in the lower area of the hood cabinet.
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LUXORA
Cherry, Natural

majestic profiles

A sense of harmony between cabinetry and the walls of the room is
created by repeating the graceful egg & dart moulding treatment on both.
Tastefully varied heights and depths serve to highlight work centers.

26

A curved bar-height island separates the kitchen from the family room.

WOODLAND and VILLAGER
Cherry, Chestnut

the warmth of cherry

Clean horizontal lines provide a graceful, lineal feel to this modern
craftsman design. Full-overlay styling and finished touches like pilasters
and integral finished ends complete the refined simplicity of this kitchen.
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The island features open shelving to display prized collectibles.
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HANOVER and VILLAGER
Rustic Cherry, Cinnamon,
Vintage Black Interiors

entertaining in the round

The curved beaded back on this island provides an inviting setting
for guests. The ample use of glass doors and black beaded interiors
provide the perfect place to display valuable collectibles. Staggered

30

heights, depths and crown mouldings accentuate this design.
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TUSCANY and SHAKER
Cherry, Spice, Brown Furniture Glaze
Island: Maple, Heritage Vintage Black

yesterday and today

Aged black beadboard detailing, copper inlay and heavy turned legs
proudly proclaim the furniture traditions of yesterday. Pristine cherry
cabinetry in an applied-moulding beaded style adds contrasting texture

32

and the visual interest prominent in today’s finer kitchens.
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COUNTRY SHAKER
Cherry, Chestnut

an open invitation

Clean lines and a complementary use of building materials create
an arts & crafts look that is both uncomplicated and sophisticated.
The raised back of the island with its simple squared columns and
horizontal detailing provides an ideal gathering place.
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FERNWOOD
Rustic Cherry, Brazilian, Flush Inset,
Old World Heavy Distressing

old world villa

A textural mix of flamed copper, stone, rustic cherry, old world
distressing, and backlit gemstone are integral in creating this
authentically aged design. Modern appliances blend seamlessly

36

with the rich wood cabinetry and trim work.
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VERSAILLES
Rustic Hickory, Honey Pecan,
Black Antique Glaze.
Island: Heritage Vintage Black

timberland charm

Dramatic contrasts are accentuated by the use of a careworn black
island and range hood, as well as black antique glazing on the cabinets.
Quaint details such as apothecary doors, plate rack, copper apron sink

38

and latice work doors, harken back to simpler times.
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WOODLAND
Rustic Hickory, Spice

mountain lodge

Intricate detailing and natural character define this rustic hickory kitchen.
Stacked wall cabinets with glass doors above and separated by trim
moulding add height and visual interest. The island with its sink and

40

butcher block countertop provides an excellent food preparation area.
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WOODLAND
Maple, Vanilla and Rouge, Flush Inset
VG Fir, Cinnamon, Heavy Distressing

bright sunny day

Vibrant, contrasting colors and a mix of textures define this cheery country
kitchen. Massive fir columns support a beadboard arch that spans the entire
room. Beaded flush inset, cottage shelving, glass doors and elaborate
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stacked crown moulding further enhance the overall design theme.
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BEAUMONT SQUARE
Maple, Nutmeg and Heritage Butternut

country charm

Country touches, such as arched open cabinets, beadboarding and
plate rack, enhance this farmhouse design. Authentically aged painted
surfaces offer a great contrast to the warm stained cabinetry. Turned

44

posts and pilasters with rosette plinths provide natural framing.
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BEAUMONT SQUARE
Maple, Heritage Linen

french country style

This elegant French Country kitchen has a sense of style and
grace. The range hood features a prominent mantel, raised panel
columns and an arched valance with keystone. Decorative legs,

46

turned posts and apron sinks complete this sophisticated design.
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VNR-125
Maple, Mocha
Stainless Steel Doors

sleek and graceful

Radius pilasters at every transition point provide a soft,
graceful feel to this very contemporary kitchen. Stainless
steel doors, appliances and door pulls create a strong,

48

recurrent design statement.
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TAHOE
Ribbon-cut African Mahogany,
Espresso, Prism Drawer Fronts

design inspiration

Freeform solid surface pilasters and an ultra-modern glass top lend a
futuristic feel to this kitchen. Warm mahogany contrasts with the cool
stainless steel range hood and quilted backsplash. Pyramidal drawer

50

fronts and doors with ultra-wide stiles and rails add additional interest.
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MONTEREY
Cherry, Honey Pecan,
Black Artisan Glaze

modern arts & crafts

52

53

LAMINATE DOORS
Frosty White High Gloss, Ceylon
Rosewood (sequentially matched grain)

retro modern

The clean lines of this design are reminiscent of the “ultra modern”
kitchens of the 50’s. The coolness of the backsplash, stainless hood
and glass top contrast with the warm wood veneer. Extra-wide drawers
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and top-hinged cabinets amplify this kitchen’s utilitarian advantages.
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VNR-125
Maple, Cordovan

warm and inviting

Rich cordovan maple cabinetry and complementary green granite
countertops make a handsome match. Stair-stepped pilasters and
crown moulding add a subtle touch to this beautifully simple kitchen.
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Stainless steel appliances, hood and pulls tie this design together.
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BEAUMONT SQUARE
Maple, Spice, Black Antique Glaze

BEAUMONT CROWN COMBO
Maple, Sable , Black Antique Glaze

CUSTOM DOOR
Black Walnut, Auburn, Black Burnish

VIENNA COMBO
Cherry, Nutmeg

the statesman

Huntwood is known as the “entire home cabinetmaker.” We design and
build heirloom quality furniture that follows a harmonious design and
color theme. For instance, this office carries its classic design motif
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throughout its Ionic columns, seashell pediment and ornate moulding.
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SEVILLE
Maple, Spice, White Antique Glaze

CARLISLE
Cherry, Nutmeg, Black Antique Glaze
EXECUTIVE and CUSTOM DOOR
Cherry, Nutmeg

personalized workspaces

Huntwood helps you create workspaces that maximize productivity while
solving unique spatial requirements. Your home office can either match the
woodwork of your home, or provide a totally unique environment. Make the
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hours you spend in your study more comfortable, enjoyable and efficient!
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BROADMORE
Cherry, Nutmeg, Black Burnish
Flush Inset

recreating the grand library

Many of the hallmark details of turn-of-the-century woodworking are evidenced in this magnificent library, including;
flush inset 5/4 doors, arched bookcases, acanthus onlays,
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ornate base and crown moulding, and wall sconces.
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BROADMORE
Cherry, Nutmeg, Black Burnish
Flush Inset

a night at the movies

Fluted moulding, acanthus rosettes, graceful lighted alcoves,
subtle theater lighting and timeless woodwork create an
authentic movie house feel in this design.
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CARLISLE
Cherry, Nutmeg, Black Antique Glaze

QUAKER
Rustic Alder, Nutmeg, Black Burnishing

entertainment centers

LUXORA
Cherry, Natural

If you don’t have a separate room dedicated exclusively to home theater,
you can still apply some of the same design solutions. Accommodate
any size LCD or plasma TV, then incorporate built-in speakers, media
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centers and DVD / CD storage into a fine piece of heirloom furniture.
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GENEVA
Cherry, Kodiak

CUSTOM DOOR STYLE
Alder, Old Mexico, Black Burnishing

a sense of hearth and home

LUXORA
Cherry, Natural

Nothing warms up a cold stone, brick or tile fireplace like rich
woodwork. Start with a massive mantel...add bookcases,
cabinets, columns, moulding, speakers...you name it! With
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Huntwood, there is no limit to what you can accomplish!
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GENEVA
Cherry, Nutmeg

VERSAILLES
Alder, Spice, Black Antique Glaze

gather the family

SEVILLE
Cherry, Chestnut

There is a room in every home where the family gathers to talk,
play, relax and enjoy each other’s company. Built-in bookcases and
cabinetry on one or both sides of a fireplace extend the ambiance
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of the room and add immeasurably to your day-to-day enjoyment.
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QUAKER and VILLAGER
Cherry, Honey Pecan, Flush Inset

HAMPTON
Rustic Cherry, Cinnamon, Black Burnishing

heirloom furniture

Dining room furniture brings more warmth and life into your home. The
continuity of your design can be carried from the kitchen into a china hutch
or bookcase. The china hutch above features sculpted drawer fronts,
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prominent Craftsman legs and a sculpted wood block archway.

SEVILLE
Maple, Old Mexico, Black Antique Glaze

GENEVA and CUSTOM
Maple, Colonial White

BEAUMONT CROWN COMBO
Maple, Sable, Black Antique Glaze

CARLISLE
Cherry, Chestnut, Black Antique Glaze.

display your finest

Finely crafted built-ins store and showcase your collectibles,
adding to the value of your home. Each one of the concepts
shown above is custom designed to the owner’s living space
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and overall design theme.

LEXINGTON COMBO
Maple, Colonial White

VILLAGER
Rustic Alder, Nutmeg, Black Artisan Glaze

VERSAILLES
Alder, Honey Pecan, Black Artisan Glaze

LUXORA
Cherry, Honey Pecan

Pop-up
Television

CUSTOM DOOR STYLE
Maple, Butternut, White Brush Stroke
Beaded Flush Inset

MONTEREY
Cherry, Chestnut, Black Artisan Glaze

tranquil refuge

Imagine a special place just for you, where you can retreat after a
stressful day. This master bath features gentle curves, soft pastel hues,
and a bright, open design that invites relaxation. Curved front vanities,
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prominent columns and an elaborate soffit frame in a unique design.

GENEVA
Cherry, Cinnamon

CARLISLE
Cherry, Chestnut, Black Antique Glaze

symmetrical harmony

REGENCY
Rustic Cherry, Cinnamon

Symmetrical design and heirloom furniture detailing create an elegant
feel in this magnificent master bath. The applied moulding doorstyle takes
on even more depth with its black antique glaze finish. Acanthus rosettes,
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egg & dart moulding and carved feet flush out this classical design.
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MONTEREY
Cherry, Honey Pecan,
Black Artisan Glaze

VNR-125
Oak, Espresso, Wire Brush Créme Glaze

a place for everything

...and everything in its place... from shoes, purses and sweaters...
to pull-down shirt racks, belt & tie racks, pant valets... even built-in
ironing boards and clothes hampers. Carry your home’s design
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theme into the closet!
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VERSAILLES
Alder, Chestnut, Black Antique Glaze

LUXORA
Cherry, Natural

where everybody knows your name

LEXINGTON COMBO
Alder, Sable

Whether it’s a friendly game of billiards or a great
game on TV, a home bar in your family room allows you
to keep the fun going uninterrupted. Wainscoting,
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columns and a beam surround add warmth and style.
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MADRID
Hickory, Nutmeg

SEVILLE
Rustic Maple, Sable, Black Antique Glaze

gathering places

SEVILLE
Maple, Old Mexico, Black Burnishing

MONTEREY
Cherry, Chestnut, Black Artisan Glaze

Home bars are where friends and family can enjoy each other’s company
in comfortable surroundings. The ideal bar is designed to be totally
self-contained; with sink, refrigerator, microwave and dishwasher.
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Enhance your space with functional and aesthetically pleasing woodwork.
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CUSTOM DOOR STYLE
Stainless Steel

entertaining in style

If you enjoy entertaining your guests outdoors, you may wish to consider
adding a self-contained kitchen to your covered deck or patio. Weatherresistant stainless steel cabinetry, a built-in grill, range hood, refrigerator
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and sink bring all the amenities of indoor cooking to the great outdoors.
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CUSTOMIZED VILLAGER
Maple, Vanilla
Ribbon-cut African Mahogany, Espresso

crafts and hobbies

A well designed craft room allows you to maximize the enjoyment of your
favorite craft or hobby. The right cabinetry serves to create a visually
pleasing work environment, as well as innovative storage solutions for
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all of your specialized equipment and supplies.
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OLYMPIC HPL
Laminate: Crimson Maki and Barley

a true “utility” room

Creative cabinetry can significantly improve the efficiency of your
new utility room while creating a visually pleasing work environment.
A utility room can also double as a “mud room,” where you provide
storage for coats, hats and boots.
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CUSTOM DOOR STYLE
Laminate

for the car enthusiast

Whether your idea of heaven is working on your classic car, or creating
in your workshop, garage cabinetry allows you to stay organized and
efficient. Durable laminate doors and countertops are easy to clean.
Innovative tool storage accessories keep everything in its place.
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                THE WORLD’S MOST
                ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
                CABINET MANUFACTURER
From day one, our state-of-the-art plant
was designed to have the lowest environmental impact of any
woodworking facility in the world. Energy-saving features were
engineered into heating, cooling and lighting systems. Huntwood’s
finishing process features a technology that reduces VOC
emissions to ultra-low levels, resulting in several awards.

This advanced system also includes a reclamation function
that recycles 66% of surplus materials into future applications,
minimizing waste in the process. As a manufacturer and member
of the global community, Huntwood is continually striving to set
a higher standard for environmental responsibility.

GREEN SUSTAINABILITY

GREEN PRODUCT
Huntwood let’s you choose the
exact green solution that’s right for you:
from our Genesis™ series of cabinet interiors, featuring
non-urea-added formaldehyde substrates, to our extensive
collection of laminates, alternative materials and quicklyreplenishing natural wood species.

GREEN CERTIFICATION
• KCMA’s Environmental
Stewardship Program
• SCAPCA Clean Air Award
• Sustainable Materials
• FSC Chain of Custody
SCS-COC #001022
• Up to 7 LEED Credits

GREENER LIVING SPACES
Our award-winning finishing system is not only safer

Huntwood.
Wood in its finest form.

for the environment, it dramatically reduces the amount

800.873.7350

of “out-gassing” normally associated with

www.huntwood.com

new cabinetry. Powerful drying ovens
cure the finish top-coat much harder,
sealing the substrate.
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Wood in its finest form
23800 E. Appleway
Liberty Lake, WA 99019
509.924.5858 / 800.873.7350
www.huntwood.com

